
HOW THE SYSTEM WORKS
A typical TPMS (Tire Pressure Monitoring System) monitors the air pressure in
the *res with a wheel mounted sensor. This type of TPMS can detect actual

pressure levels and transmit the informa*on to the driver more quickly. Tires are moni-
tored individually by sensors a+ached to a special *re valve, or trapped to the drop center
of each wheel. Each sensor monitors and transmits *re pressure and temperature every
few minutes. The temperature is monitored to compensate for cold and warm pressure
varia*ons. In order to reduce ba+ery consump*on, the sensors revert to a “sleep”
mode when the vehicle is parked or not moving. During this “sleep mode,” sensors
may only ac*vate and transmit signals about every 45 minutes, if at all.

Maintenance Sugges$ons
One of the best ways to keep the TPMS system operat-
ing properly is to follow the recommenda*ons outlined in your vehicle’s owners
manual.

Always keep your *res inflated to the pressures indicated on the *re placard. The
placard is located on the door jamb or in the glove box. This will allow the *res to
perform efficiently. The *res should be rotated as outlined in your owners man-

ual every 7,500 miles or every other oil change.

Proper *re infla*on is essen*al for safe and efficient vehicle opera*on. Safety experts es*mate that 25 percent of passenger
vehicles are operated with *res that are under inflated. Vehicles with properly inflated *res experience op*mum ride and
handling characteris*cs, shorter braking distances, longer *re life, and improved fuel economy.

Safer Opera$on
When the TPMS warning lamp on the instrument panel illuminates while driving, it means that the
system has detected at least one *re with a pressure below the accepted minimum psi for the vehicle.

The *res should be inspected and the *re pressure checked as soon as possible. In most cases, the lamp
will ex*nguish a�er the *res are properly inflated and the vehicle has been driven at moderate speed
and distance.

What Else is Affected?
There is a close working rela*onship between your *res and other mechanical
systems in your vehicle, such as the wheels, brakes, shock absorbers, steering
and suspension systems.

Any service procedure requiring the removal of the wheels may require that
the TPMS system be reset, or recalibrated, depending on the type of system
the vehicle uses.
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Proper Maintenance Helps Extend Vehicle Life!
Your driving type or vehicle usage may affect the maintenance
intervals below.

You should follow the manufacturer’s service schedule that best matches
your vehicle’s opera*ng condi*ons.

Those recommenda$ons may include:

» Change your engine oil at the vehicle manufacturer’s recommended
service interval that matches your vehicle’s opera*ng condi*ons and
your driving habits

» Check your tire inflation pressure monthly

» Rotate your tires at the vehicle manufacturer’s recommended service
interval or every 6 months/5,000 miles

» Change the engine air filter annually or when visibly restricted.

» Inspect Brake System every 12 months/15,000 miles

IMPORTANT CONSUMER INFORMATION

When Tires Are Serviced
When reinstalling the sensor, it is suggested that the locknut, gasket and
valve core be replaced and torqued to the proper specifica*on. It is also
necessary to use the proper valve
cap as it is also an integral part of
the system.

It may be necessary to reprogram
the TPMS when the *res are ro-
tated, when a new sensor is in-
stalled, or a�er the vehicle loses
power. This usually requires a reset
tool and may involve the use of a special magnet and scan tool. Refer to
the vehicle service manual to properly reprogram the TPMS.

Taking the Mystery Out of Maintenance

Things to
Watch For

» Tire tread depth measures
2/32nds of an inch or less
means replace *res

» The correct pressure for your
*res is the pressure listed on the
Placard, NOT what is listed on
the *re itself

» Tire pressures should be checked
(cold) on a regular basis. A cold
*re is one that has been driven
for less than one (1) mile.

» With radial *res, it is usually not
possible to determine under
infla*on by visual inspec*on

» Proper wheel alignment adjusts
the angle of the wheels so they are
posi*oned correctly rela*ve to the
vehicle’s frame and maximizes the
life of your *res
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AMRA/MAP believes that this informa*on is accurate
and reliable. AMRA/MAP does not endorse, approve
or cer*fy such informa*on, nor does it guarantee the
accuracy, completeness, efficacy, or *meliness;
reliance on it should only be undertaken a�er a
detailed review of the applicable OE publica*on(s).

AMRA/MAP is not responsible for, and expressly
disclaims all liability for damages of any kind or
consequences thereof, arising out of use, reference
to, reliance on, or performance of such informa*on.
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